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PREFACE

This compilation is the fourth annual supplement to the original bibliography issued in June, 1967, entitled Scientific Publications of the Biosciences Programs Division, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Volume V. Planetary Quarantine.

The annual supplements consist of citations of documents relating to planetary quarantine; many, but not all, refer to work supported by the Planetary Quarantine Office, Planetary Programs, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. While they are compiled primarily to bring up to date our survey of the literature in the field, it will be noted that there is also a heavy back gathering of references not previously included. Some of these ante-date the formation of NASA, but are of substantive or historical value to the planetary quarantine program.

In certain references, numerals preceded by the letter A, AD, N, X, NASA-CR, NASA-SP, or NASA-TM-X are given parenthetically as part of the citation. These numbers will implement the procurement of the document. Those carrying "A" numbers are obtainable, for a fee, from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. Technical Information Service 750 Third Avenue New York, New York 10017


"X" numbered documents are limited in their distribution to NASA associated or contractor personnel. "AD" coded documents are generally available from the Defense Documentation Center Cameron Station Alexandria, Virginia 22314

The authors wish to acknowledge with gratitude the able and tireless assistance of Miss Susan E. Dugan in the preparation of this bibliography.
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